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The Association of Yale Alumni (AYA) Assembly of November 2016 was widely anticipated to be 
a celebration of Yale's pre-eminence in the arts, featuring a look at how each of the major arts 
disciplines developed into their own graduate departments, where they stand today, and how 
they view their futures. And all that was accomplished skillfully, through excellent 
presentations.  

In line with prior Assemblies, the Thursday plenary program featured the Deans of each School 
(Art, Architecture, Drama and Music), who presented overviews of their departments. There 
followed short presentations by "Future Leaders in the Fine Arts", eight students and faculty 
members (two from each discipline), who shared their ideas and experiences through illustrated 
presentations on current projects and courses about which they are passionate.  

Thursday afternoon presented the delegates with a wide variety of "Fireside Chat" Breakout 
Sessions, two from each School, facilitated by faculty members and teaching assistants, followed 
by "Behind the Scenes" Interactive Sessions at each School.  

The Friday Programs on Class, Club, and Special Interest Group leadership and activities, 
including an AYA Overview presentation from new Executive Director Weili Cheng '77, were all 
presented well by AYA Staff.  

A few of the more interesting details about the planned program outlined to this point will 
follow.  

The Assemblies typically provide detailed looks at the subject area chosen for the theme the first 
day, and updates the second day on AYA Staff views of managing delegates' constituencies. 
While Yale followed the Assembly's script as planned, the days were overshadowed by reaction 
on the campus to the stunning victory of Donald Trump in Tuesday's election.  

On Wednesday night, Assembly Delegates Rick and Nita Luis (Minnesota), Tom Gottshall 
(South Carolina), Class Secretary Joe Briley (Oklahoma), and Bill Messinger (Minnesota), joined 
with New Haven residents John and Debbie Edwards and George Davis, for dinner at Mory's. 
Whim 'n Rhythm, Yale's top female a capella ensemble, entertained while we all attempted to 
fight off jet lag and process the previous night's surprise. Class Treasurer Peter Petkas (Texas) 
was delayed until Thursday.  

 

We all were simply happy to be together again.  

The real story of the Assembly days at Yale was how the Yale community processed Trump's 
win. In general, students tried to understand what had happened and how to move forward. 
There were several demonstrations (all peaceful and respectful), many in support of groups who 
had been criticized during the campaign. The Yale Daily News headline on Wednesday read, 
"Trump Wins Presidency." Another article had as its header, "Victory leaves students reeling."  

The YDN front pages for November 9 and 10, which capture well the campus mood, appear 
below: 

 

Various signage and chalk art sprang up around the campus, especially in the plaza between 
Sterling Library and the Cross Campus. The most prevalent chalk quote was "Love Trumps 
Hate." 



 

One issue was whether the University would authorize Deans' excuses from completing 
assignments or tests. Yale rejected that approach, but some faculty members will give excuses 
anyway, on a case-by-case basis. Salovey remarked that he did not feel that it was appropriate to 
give students a pass on exams because of an election upset, a view he reported was shared by the 
Dean of Yale College. He suggested the news media had over-played this as the exam pass was 
an issue in only four classes out of a countless number.  

Yale's Administration provided many opportunities to help students work through the election 
result, including a journalism symposium presented by media panelists representing right, left, 
and centrist viewpoints, and a panel of history professors who presented reasons behind why 
Trump won and suggestions for help in moving forward. There also was a recital by "Shades", 
Yale's African-American a capella group, devoted to love and solidarity.  

 

President Peter Salovey was presidential indeed at his Friday presentation of University 
priorities, when he inspired the delegates with a reminder that we all need to elevate the 
political discussion as we figure out how to move forward and channel any anger productively. 
He reminded all that Yale's policy on free speech, as stated in the Woodward Report of 1974, still 
applies. That is, all at Yale need to tolerate even offensive speech to encourage a diversity of 
opinion. Most were moved by his eloquence and defense of these traditional standards of 
discourse. In response to a pre-written question, Salovey insisted that the departure of the 
former master of Silliman and his professor wife (remember the Halloween incident) was not in 
any way forced and indeed that Yale desired that they stay.  

Friday was Veterans Day. A small testament to the continued existence of free speech were 
displays of flags between Berkeley College and William L. Harkness Hall, on the way to 
Commons. One display had a sign for the "Yale GOP", and across the walk the other display had 
a sign for the "Yale Democrats." 

Salovey then offered a dose of the realities challenging Yale going forward: (1) Federal support 
for research, particularly for National Institute of Health grants, may be cut deeply; (2) There 
may be greater restrictions on immigration (Yale could be especially hurt because 1/3 of its 
current graduate students are from abroad, and they may find it harder to stay/work in the US 
after graduation); and (3) The pressure to tax Yale's endowment could accelerate.  

The President mentioned the strength of the Schools of Art, Architecture, Drama, and Music, as 
well as the humanities. He and Yale also take great pride on the tremendous efforts to bolster 
Yale's efforts in the sciences. He noted that Yale must be at the top in some of these areas to 
remain a great teaching institution. He also mentioned that the Gibbs Laboratory on Science 
Hill was coming down and that something like one billion dollars was going to be spent in that 
area. So there is much development on the science side. Although distancing himself from 
college rankings, Salovey noted that Yale was always in the top 3 but that its ranked order was 
hurt because some of its arts faculty do not have advanced degrees, suggesting a flaw in the 
ratings' methodology.  

Friday's presentation by the AYA Staff included a self-introduction by Weili Cheng and a report 
on the Diversity and Inclusion Task Force for Yale alumni communities.  Strategies were 
presented and "equity" was advanced in addition to "equality." Diversity of race, gender, and age 
were mentioned.  

Another somber, but welcome sign of Yale's overall attempt to heal came at halftime of the 
Football Game against Princeton. Assuming Mrs. Clinton would win, the Yale Precision 
Marching Band had rehearsed a spoof about Hillary, which was scrapped for a patriotic 



Veteran's Day observance conveying a message of coming together. In contrast, the Princeton 
band went ahead with the usual Ivy League insults against the opposition. Our Class Treasurer, 
Peter Petkas, expands on this phenomenon in a moving addendum to this Report.  

Although the home team won the "Battle of the Bands", Yale's young and injury-depleted 
football team, too small and too slow, was crushed in the main event by the Tigers 31-3. The 
Classmates in the Bowl and at the AYA hospitality tent included the afore-mentioned delegates, 
Dave and Marianne Richards, Ted Sands and Caroline Herrick, George and Libby Pataki, David 
Herzer (also in for Yale Alumni Fund meetings), Dick Lawler, George and Shelly Lazarus, Nick 
Gladding, and Dan Smith. 

Another highlight that afternoon was the introduction of six Yale teams who won Ivy titles last 
year, including national championships in Coed Sailing and Men's Squash. The ceremony was a 
reminder that Yale's overall sports program is healthy indeed. Of course, we recall Men's 
Basketball defeated Baylor and narrowly lost to Duke in the NCAAs last March.  

After a postgame "debrief" (dinner and a Green Cup at Mory's) attended by the Patakis, the 
Luises, Briley and Petkas, which was great fun amidst a little politics, the evening was capped by 
Yale Men's Hockey against Cornell at Ingalls Rink. Despite the presence of the Luises, Messinger 
and Briley, Yale lost to the Big Red 6-3.  

I am overjoyed to report that the small, slow (as they appeared against Princeton) young Yale 
football team turned things around the following Saturday at Harvard Stadium and upset the 
Crimson, 21-14! It's our first win against Harvard since 2006, and we simply outplayed them. 
The key skill position players (quarterback, top running back, and receiver of the winning 
touchdown pass) were all Freshmen, so maybe our gridiron fortunes are looking up.  

A few highlights of the Assembly program:  

- The Arts Deans all reported that while fewer than five percent of applicants are admitted, their 
yields (percentage accepting admissions offers) are over 90 percent;  

- Farah Al-Qasimi '12, '17MFA showed arresting photos from her native United Arab Emirates 
portraying women struggling to find or express freedom where they can within a male-
dominated culture;  

- Architecture Graduate Student Tess McNamara spoke enthusiastically of her experience in a 
summer "Rome Seminar" when she sketched structures for 30 days. The program is funded by 
our Classmate Ed Bass, to foster an appreciation of Western Civilization;  

- Professor of Acting Beth McGuire and Drama Grad student Lauren Banks MFA '17 led a fun, 
interactive "Fireside Chat" breakout on Actors' Accents as a Vehicle for Empathy that had the 
audience trying their best to convey a variety of meanings using English delivered in the accents 
of British and African dialects;  

- The guided hard-hat tour of the construction/expansion project that is transforming old 
Hendrie Hall (where the band rooms and WYBC Radio were in the 60s) into the ultra- modern 
Adams Center for Musical Arts;  

- A rehearsal for the Yale Repertory theater production of Seven Guitars, which won a Pulitzer 
for August Wilson, directed by Timothy Douglas '86 MFA; and 

- During the Assembly, a ceremony was conducted renaming the Dining Hall at Calhoun College 
after Roosevelt Thompson '84, a Yale football star and our first African-American Rhodes 
Scholar. The renaming helps heal any rift lingering after Yale's decision to retain the College's 
name.  

I look forward to seeing all of you at our 50th Reunion, June 1-4, 2017. 



Respectfully submitted,  

Rick Luis  

'67 AYA Class Delegate  

 

 


